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Abstract
My project was the development of an Android application built with the Java programming
language. The projected makes use of available twitter APIs to authenticate with a live
twitter account and retrieve tweets from live twitter users. Selected tweets are then stored
to a database for later viewing.
The application is intended to aid a user in retrieving tweets that they find interesting and
that they would like to keep for future reference. How often does something of interest
come up in conversation where you find yourself wishing you had remembered the users
twitter handle or favourited the tweet to prove your point. My app will allow the user to
save tweets with a search term like ‘Comedy’. The user now only needs to remember their
search term and all the Tweets tagged with keyword ‘Comedy’ will be returned. The user can
then quickly selected the required tweet.
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1. Introduction
The aim of my project is to develop an Android application that takes advantage of Twitters
public APIs to allow the user authenticate with their Twitter account, search for another
users tweets and store tweets from that user for quick retrieval later.
The idea is that the user can store tweets of interest and save them with a keyword. When
they want to view them later, rather than having to remember who posted or having to
search through old posts. The user can simply enter their search term and have a list of
related tweets returned to them associated with that keyword.
The scope of the project is to
•
•
•
•
•

Authenticate with twitters APIs using Oauth 1.0.
Allow the user to retrieve the top tweets from any known public twitter handle.
Tap on a selected tweet to bring the single tweet into view.
Save that tweet with an additional Keyword or Tag to a Database.
Allow the user to enter that Keyword or Tag to retrieve a list of all tweets saved
with that Keyword or Tag.

I approached this project with some working knowledge of Oauth 1.0 and twitters APIs
(Twitter, n.d.). Previously having worked with a testing software called Restassured, which is
used for “Testing and validating REST services in Java” (rest-assured, 2020). Restassured
made Oauth 1.0 seem like an easy choice to develop against.
However, as the project progressed I quickly realized that this approach was not good for my
android implementation as I didn’t have access to all the Oauth libraries Restassured
provided. This meant that I had to create my own methods for working with Oauth 1.0. If I
had researched other auth methods more thoroughly, I would have went with Oauth 2.0
which is an easier method to work with. Twitter actually recommends not to use Oauth 1.0 if
avoidable. “We don't recommended this unless you know what you are doing”
(Authentication).
One of the interesting elements that I had to add to my project due to my use of Oauth 1.0,
was the addition of Facebooks Stetho Tool. “Stetho is a sophisticated debug bridge for
Android applications. When enabled, developers have access to the Chrome Developer Tools
feature natively part of the Chrome desktop browser”(Facebook).
Oauth 1.0 requires a very specific set of authorization headers sent before each request can
be validated. The headers require keys and various other attributes that must be assembled
in a very specific manner to generate a valid auth signature. This signature must also be
added and sent with the request. During development I needed a way to verify what I was
sending out onto the network was what Twitter required. I had many issues where I could
use a third party app like Postman (Postman, n.d.) which would generate a valid response
from twitter. However when I would send my request using my application with seemingly
the same headers. The request would fail.
Stetho was the answer to this problem. One of its feature is a Network Inspection tool. Once
I had this implemented into my application. I was able to view all Network calls made from
my application along with headers sent. Once I had this visibility it was very easy to compare
what was being sent in the successful requests from Postman and the failing requests in my
application. The issue was actually down to just a few spaces and commas but without the
Network Visibility that Stetho afforded me, I would not have been able to progress the inapp authentication
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The rest of the features in the app I have studied in my DBS course.
With ROOM databases for android (Yasin, Moodle DBS) and Recycler views (Yasin, Moodle
DBS) making up the bulk of the rest of the app. I was happy to progress with this as I was
able to develop what I had already learnt in my previous module. Incorporating much larger
Json responses from twitter than I had previously worked with in the module. These larger
responses do require changes to my original learnings but have been interesting to work
with and resolve.
The ROOM database stores just a very small selection of data returned from the Json
response. These include
•
•
•
•

Strid: Id of the tweet
Text: Text of the tweet
Screenname: Twitterhandle of the tweet
ImageURL: URL to a profile image

I can actually combine a lot of this data in various ways to display the tweets in a WebView.
For example. Twitters tweet URL’s are made up of the following format
https://twitter.com/{Screenname}/status/{Strid}
The above information is taken automatically from the Json response. I also have another
element that is added manually to the database by the user to each stored tweet.
•

Tag: Search term

The tag is a user entered search term. The user will add this to the database along with the
above attributes. The user will later use this search term to retrieve their tweets.

2. Background/Literature Review
Context
The application is intended to aid a user in retrieving tweets that they find interesting and
that they would like to keep for future reference. How often does something of interest
come up in conversation where you find yourself wishing you had remembered the users
tweeter handle or favourited the tweet to prove your point. My app will allow the user to
save tweets with a search term like ‘Comedy. The user now only needs to remember their
search term and all the ‘Comedy’ saved Tweets will be returned.

Users
The application will be usable to anyone with a twitter account.

Software Development methods used
I tried to break the project down into isolated Blocks of implementation and used an Agile
approach to development. I didn’t have any formal Stories created but in my original project
plan I had broken the development down into Authentication, tweet retrieval, other users
tweet retrieval.
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3. Specification and Design
Oauth 1.0 – I had previously worked with restassured. “REST Assured is a Java library that
provides a domain-specific language (DSL) for writing powerful, maintainable tests for
RESTful APIs” (Dijkstra, 2020) . These libraries made working with Oauth very easy and
required the user to enter only 4 variables retrieved from twitters developer app page.
(Twitter, Twitter developer apps, n.d.). I hadn’t realized that implementing outside of these
libraries would be such a challenge due to the ease of use the restassured libraries afforded
me. Java had no such libraries available and even the twitter site discouraged the use of
Oauth 1.0. “We don't recommended this unless you know what you are doing, or if you're using
one of the tools mentioned below to make a request to an endpoint that requires OAuth 1.0a.”
(Twitter, Authentication, n.d.)
However. The process of implementing Oauth 1.0, though challenging has been very
interesting.
First step was to ensure I could call the required API and get a valid response
“Postman is a collaboration platform for API development. Postman's features simplify each
step of building an API and streamline collaboration so you can create better APIs—faster.”
(What is Postman?, n.d.)
I used POSTMAN initially to generate these required headers and would make the same
network call with the same Oauth Keys in POSTMAN. I would then take the POSTMAN
generated headers and manually copy and paste them to my Volley requests in the code to
retrieve a Valid Json response from twitter using Volley requests.
“Volley is an HTTP library that makes networking for Android apps easier and most
importantly, faster.” (Google).
The more difficult part was to generate my own headers. Twitter provides an example on
how to generate these headers and what attributes they need so first step was to
implement that. (Twitter, n.d.)
The basic formula is, a Signature key is a required attribute of the header request and that
signature key is generated by taking a base URL, timestamp, nonce, signature method,
Oauth token, consumer key etc. These elements have to be joined together in a very specific
order to create a Base String which must be further modified to percentage encoding
standards. “Percent-encoding, also known as URL encoding, is a method
to encode information in a Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) under certain circumstances.”,”
The characters allowed in a URI are either reserved or unreserved (or a percent character as
part of a percent-encoding). Reserved characters are those characters that sometimes have
special meaning. For example, forward slash characters are used to separate different parts
of a URL (or more generally, a URI). Unreserved characters have no such meanings. Using
percent-encoding, reserved characters are represented using special character sequences.”
(Wikipedia, n.d.) .
This Base String is then passed into a base 64encoder with the users consumer Oauth Token
and consumer secret key to generate a signature. “Base64 is a binary-to-text encoding
scheme. It represents binary data in a printable ASCII string format by translating it into a
radix-64 representation.
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Base64 encoding is commonly used when there is a need to transmit binary data over media
that do not correctly handle binary data and is designed to deal with textual data belonging
to the 7-bit US-ASCII charset only.” (SINGH, n.d.)
Once the signature has been generated, it is then passed through the Percentage encoding
method itself.
I was able to find a base64 and a percentage encoder method from the following website
(Alagiya, How to Generate OAuth Signature for twitter in core JAVA, n.d.)
Using these methods I could prove that my percentage and base64 encoding methods
worked as they would produce the same signature as the twitter example when using the
keys, and strings provided in the twitter example. (Twitter, n.d.)
Next step was to implement the calls I wanted to authenticate with. Namely the “getstatuses-user” API. (Twitter, n.d.) with my own Keys, and BaseURL.
This was extremely difficult as for a long time I had no example to test my base string
combinations against and had no way of verifying my generated signatures where valid.
Fortunately I found this example (Mackenzie, n.d.)
This example used exactly the Twitter API I required but using a bash script.
I inputted the tokens and secrets from this example and from there I was able to progress to
the point where I was outputting the same signatures as the bash script was producing.
Proving that my code was producing valid base strings and signatures.
At this stage I had a working base 64 encoder, a working percentage encoder and a valid
Base String combination to add to the Volley request call.
Final problem.
I created a method called AuthHeader() which would take all the variables and create a
String value that looked exactly the same as the working POSTMAN headers I was copying
and pasting into my code. Each request would return a 401 Bad request response. Outside of
the data I was entering I had no visibility of how the headers where displayed in the Network
request.
I needed a way to verify my network request was actually being sent in a valid format. At
this point I implemented Stetho.
“Stetho is a sophisticated debug bridge for Android applications. When enabled, developers
have access to the Chrome Developer Tools feature natively part of the Chrome desktop
browser.” (Facebook, Stetho)
It is developed by Facebook and allows app developers access to Database inspection, View
hierarchy and most importantly Network Inspection!
It is quite easy to implement but works better with OKHTTP than it does with Volley.
For test purposes I created an OKHTTP client in the app and was able to use Stethos network
inspector to view the requests and headers I was sending.
It was immediately clear from this that my requests were sending various commas and
spaces that the postman requests must have been stripping out. Once I could see this it was
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very easy to update my AuthHeader() method and send exactly what twitter was expecting
and finally retrieving what I was expecting. A valid 200 and a JSON response.

The Json response:
One of my DBS modules was Android Development. In this we learnt how to take a small
Json response Object and work with it to pass its key value pairs into a recycler view adapter
and generate a UX element on screen. I used a similar method with the JSON response from
twitter but had to deal with a much larger and more complex JSON array. As I progressed
through this project I found myself returning to a few websites more than others. One is
https://stackoverflow.com. The other is Codinginflow on YouTube. The videos on this
channel are clear and well explained and here I was able to find help in dealing with
JsonArrays and Volley requests (Flow, RecyclerView + JSON Parsing - Part 4 - PARSING JSON
WITH VOLLEY - Android Studio Tutorial) .
This allowed me to progress to displaying information pulled from all levels of the JSON feed
into my recycler views.

Saving the Tweets:
This section came together relatively quickly. I use a ROOM Database to store data from
selected Tweets and allow the user to Add an additional item which is the Search term or
Tag they wish to use to retrieve the tweets later. “Room provides an abstraction layer over
SQLite to allow fluent database access while harnessing the full power of SQLite.” (Google)
As mentioned earlier I save a Screenname, tweet_Id and tweet_Text and Image URL from
the Json response returned, along with the additional user entered search term. These
selected items are actually pretty powerful as I can use them to generate a Tweet URL and
bring the user to twitters website to display the tweet directly. Twitters URLs are in the
format of https://twitter.com/SCREENNAME/status/TWEETID . Both of which I pull from the
JSON feed. Its is then quite easy to create the URL for different tweets by inserting the items
into variables of the URL

Returning the tweets:
The tweets are returned to the user by making a request to the ROOM Database for ALL the
stored data. I then user a searchArray() method which will add only the elements with a
specified search tag to an ArrayObject(). Once that has been filled I can send it to my
recycler Adapter to display the results to the user. The user can then tap on the returned
tweet and will be brough to twitters website as described above.

4. Implementation
My application is designed to Authenticate with twitters website using an Oauth 1.0
authentication method.
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“OAuth authentication is the process in which Users grant access to their Protected
Resources without sharing their credentials with the Consumer. OAuth uses Tokens
generated by the Service Provider instead of the User’s credentials in Protected
Resources requests. The process uses two Token types:
Request Token:
Used by the Consumer to ask the User to authorize access to the Protected
Resources. The User-authorized Request Token is exchanged for an Access Token,
MUST only be used once, and MUST NOT be used for any other purpose. It is
RECOMMENDED that Request Tokens have a limited lifetime.
Access Token:
Used by the Consumer to access the Protected Resources on behalf of the User.
Access Tokens MAY limit access to certain Protected Resources, and MAY have a
limited lifetime. Service Providers SHOULD allow Users to revoke Access Tokens.
Only the Access Token SHALL be used to access the Protect Resources.
OAuth Authentication is done in three steps:
1. The Consumer obtains an unauthorized Request Token.
2. The User authorizes the Request Token.
3. The Consumer exchanges the Request Token for an Access Token.” (Workgroup)
I created these Keys using twitters App development page. (Twitter). It is necessary to
register with twitter to register your application.
The keys are then combined in various ways to generate an auth signature that can be sent
via Http request to retrieve data from Twitter in the form of a Json response.
The application will then take those Json responses and convert them into User friendly
Items displayed on the application.
The user can then chose to save one of those items with a keyword or tag to a Database. For
this application I used the ROOM DB for android (Android)
Finally the user can Retrieve the saved data by entering their keyword or tag and requesting
the data back to a UX display on the application.

Authentication (Signing a request);
In order to gain access to the Keys mentioned above, it is necessary to register your
application with twitter. (Twitter, App)
Once you have obtained the 4 required Keys, namely Consumer Key, Consumer Secret,
Access Token, Access Secret. It is necessary to understand how the keys are added and
formatted with the require API to generate a String header for the request to Twitter.
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“Signing a request with keys and tokens
You have to sign each API request by passing several generated keys and tokens in an
authorization header. To start, you can generate several keys and tokens in your Twitter
developer app’s details page, including the following:
API key and secret:
oauth_consumer_key
oauth_consumer_secret

Think of these as the user name and password
that represents your Twitter developer app
when making API requests.

Access token and secret:
oauth_token
oauth_token_secret

An access token and access token secret are
user-specific credentials used to
authenticate OAuth 1.0a API requests. They
specify the Twitter account the request is made
on behalf of.
You can generate your own access token and
token secret if you would like your app to make
requests on behalf of the same Twitter account
associated with your developer account on
the Twitter developer app's details page.
If you'd like to generate access tokens for a
different user, see "Making requests on behalf
of users" below.

“
(Twitter, Authentication)

“Once you have these keys and tokens, you can either create a signature from scratch.
We don't recommended this unless you know what you are doing, or if you're using one of
the tools mentioned below to make a request to an endpoint that requires OAuth 1.0a.”
(Twitter, https://developer.twitter.com)
I created the signature myself using the following methods.

Percentage encoding
percentEncode(url)
The first element required to generate a signature is a baseUrl. The URL must be percentage encoded.
“Percent encode every key and value that will be signed.” (Twitter, Authentication)

I found a sample code for doing the percentage encoding process at (Alagiya)
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Generate a viable String
Next, the encoded URL needs to be concatenated with the HTTP method. In my case it was
the GET method. I created a method called concatURL() to pass the encoded URL String with
the GET method resulting in a String as such
GET&https%3A%2F%2Fapi.twitter.com%2F1.1%2Fstatuses%2Fuser_timeline.json

o

Joining the returned values
StringConcat()
This method takes all the required values for a successful authentication (Consumer key, oauth nonce,
signature method, timestamp etc) and combines them in a specific order into a String with required
amberstands and quotes.
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On returning the combined string it is percentage encoded with percentencode();

Once both concatURL() and StringConcat() had returned their values they both were joined
to out put the Finished String to a string variable called fin.

FinishedString:
GET&https%3A%2F%2Fapi.twitter.com%2F1.1%2Fstatuses%2Fuser_timeline.json&oauth_co
nsumer_key%3DgdprVZGkHT7mOfALr8ZRGMUfP%26oauth_nonce%3D8mX97zgqzrO%26oa
uth_signature_method%3DHMACSHA1%26oauth_timestamp%3D1595945997%26oauth_token%3D63139074vNvsSSlMsMmosQwJ2EWVmHvGzAlgJn8VtGR040GD9%26oauth_version%3D1.0%26screen_
name%3DrealDonaldTrump

Generating the Signature
This finished string is then passed to the next method which will accept the string, the users
Consumer API Secret, and their token secret.
generateSignature()
This code was also found at (Alagiya) and is used to combine the Consumer and token secret,

and combine that with the String. Everything is then base64 encoded to produce the final
valid signature and assign it to a global String variable ‘signature’
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Creating the Header
AuthHeader()
The AuthHeader() method then puts everything together to create a single string including the
created Signature. The output is assigned to a global string header. This will later be sent as an
authorization header over https to twitter.
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Header produced:
OAuth
oauth_consumer_key="gdprVZGkHT7mOfALr8ZRGMUfP",oauth_nonce="Y6paRo2kMe2",oa
uth_signature="8k2sHqx%2Fib0N%2B8axnociALNw1Ns%3D",oauth_signature_method="HM
AC-SHA1",oauth_timestamp="1595952960",oauth_token="63139074vNvsSSlMsMmosQwJ2EWVmHvGzAlgJn8VtGR040GD9",oauth_version="1.0"

Sending the request
The code then moves to the postRequest() method
The postRequest() method uses Volley.
Volley will send a request to a specified URL, with the Request method specified.
The addition of headers or other parameters can also be added. In the case of authorization
with twitter. Auth headers are required and its here were we take all the information
gathered previously and send the created header with the request to twitter
Sending the request
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Add header params to the request

Successful response.
Once a successful response is returned from the user the json file is then added to a
JSONArray.
Each object in the JSON Array is then looped through and added to a JSON Object.
Individual items can be taken from these objects and added to a user created Object
MyTweets. It is this that will be sent to the android recycler view to generate a graphical
representation for the user on the android device.
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Storing of tweets
Once the user has tweets returned to the screen. He then has the option to select one of
these tweets. Once he taps on the tweet, the selected media items are collected and passed
onto a new activity for display.
These items are not called from the server. Rather they are pulled from the object already
passed to the recycler view.
Items passed include
•
•
•
•

Screenname
Strid (tweet id)
Text
Image URL
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These are then displayed to the user as a single View
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In this case, as we are only dealing with single items of data. I created an xml layout similar
to the existing recycler view but assigned the retrieved values directly to xml placeholders
for display.

It is on this page where we introduce the Database element of the application.
The retrieved information from the previous activity is used to create the UX element of the
page. These are then added to the ROOM database with the addition of a user entered tag.
“The Room persistence library provides an abstraction layer over SQLite to allow for more
robust database access while harnessing the full power of SQLite.
The library helps you create a cache of your app's data on a device that's running your app.
This cache, which serves as your app's single source of truth, allows users to view a
consistent copy of key information within your app, regardless of whether users have an
internet connection.” (Google, Room Persistence Library)

“When working with Room, we will work with three major components:
• Database: Represents an abstract database class, which provides one or more data access
objects (DAO)
• DAO: It is an interface that lets us define how to get or change values stored within a DB
• Entity: Represents a value object in the DB“ (Yasin, elearning.dbs.ie)
I called my database, AppDatabase
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Its DAO was called UserTweetDAO and it had the ability to get everything from the database
using getAllUserTweets(), add an object to the database using add() and to remove all
database information using removeAllUserTweets().
The application current makes use of only the first two of these methods.

And finally My entity was UserTweet.
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This would accept five string elements including
•
•
•
•
•

StrId (or tweet id)
Text (text from tweet)
Screen_Name
Profileurl
Tag (This was the only element that would be entered by the user)

The next core element of the application is the retrieval of the data from the database.
I was not familiar with creating ROOM type SQL scripts to access the data outside of
getAllUserTweets() as described in the DAO section of the database description.
My application only needs to return tweets from the database that match a given search
criteria or tag, therefore returning All tweets is not helpful in this case.
I had issues injecting a variable into the DAO query to create an SQL query returning only
items matching the users search tag. My final solution was to return ALL the information in
the Database and store it in a list object. I then looped through the Object and populated a
second object with information relating only to the tag. This meant I was able to create an
object of the users desired search terms.
I would imagine this wouldn’t be a very efficient method if the application was to scale up
but for the amount of information I am working with it is more than sufficient and still very
responsive.
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The second list object returned is then passed into a recycler adapter and displayed to the
user.
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Stetho
The final element I would like to discuss as a core element of the project was the
introduction of Stetho into the project. “Stetho is a sophisticated debug bridge for Android
applications. When enabled, developers have access to the Chrome Developer Tools feature
natively part of the Chrome desktop browser.” (Facebook, Stetho)
As described earlier I needed this tool to help me understand what format my https requests
were being sent out over the internet.
Stetho works best when using OKHTTP for networking. As stated earlier I was using Volley to
send my requests but I created an activity to send the same requests out over OKHTTP in
order to prove my concepts.
I later added a “Debug” element to the application to demonstrate this element of the
application and also for easier use when I needed to access stetho.
The implementation of the feature was explained in the youtube videos “Debugging Android
with Stetho” (Felker, n.d.). “intercept and debug http requests with Stetho” (Melardev, n.d.)
and I also referenced a website Debugging Android Apps with Facebooks Stetho
(Hathibelagal, n.d.)

Once the OkHttpClient and Stetho have been added to the project through Gradle, the
OKHttpClient must be initialized and the StethoInterceptor added to the calls.
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Once this has been done Stetho can intercept the network calls when they are sent over the
internet and using the Chrome browser a dashboard can be used to view the calls and
responses.

Simply connect the device to the computer,
Launch the application,
Open a Chrome browser and go to chrome://inspect
Your application will then be available for inspection.

Once ‘inspect’ is selected, a dev tools is launched. At this point you can select ‘Network’.
Return to your application and make the appropriate network call. This call is then
intercepted and can be view and analysed in the browser.
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Stetho also has an available option to view local resources of the application.
One of these resources is the application database, again this is a very helpful tool for
debugging available data in the database.
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Flow diagram

Class diagram
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5. Project testing and results:
As mentioned in Section 2 I have tried to incorporate an Agile methodology. This method
requires break down of implementations and testing before moving onto the next section.
I think this has worked relatively well as I have completed all the tasks I had originally
estimated. Before completing a section of work it’s important to verify and test the
implementation before progressing to the next. I have created a selection of testcases and
ran through these at each completed stage. Increasing the cases as a new feature was
added. I have verified my implementation once complete with the entire suite of tests.

Splash screen

Test name
Twitter button

Saved Tweets
button

Debug button

Home page

Test name
Webview

Image load

Valid Twitter
handle Search

Test description
Verify that the
available button
brings the user to
the appropriate
corresponding
page.
Verify that the
available button
brings the user to
the appropriate
corresponding
page.
Verify that the
available button
brings the user to
the appropriate
corresponding
page.
Test description
Verify that the
homepage loads in
Twitters live
webpage in the
available Webview
Verify that the
profile icon is
loaded in on the
top left of the
search bar
Verify user can
enter a valid twitter
handle and selects
search
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Result
User is brought to
Homepage
displaying Search
bar and Twitter
Webview

Validation
Pass

User is brought to
the Return Tweets
page.

Pass

User is brought to
the Debug page.

Pass

Result
Twitter webpage
loads in

Validation
Pass

Profile image
loads in

Pass

Tweets from
specified user are
returned

Pass
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Invalid Twitter
handle Search

Main page

Test name
Tweets returned

Tap on tweet

Tag Tweet

Test name
Add tag

Save that Tweet

Save that Tweet
– Empty value

Tag again from
this user

Tag new user

Return Tweets

Test name

Verify invalid or
none existing
Twitter handle and
selects search
Test description
Verify that the
returned tweets
display with ,
Screenname, users
profile icon, tweet
id, tweet text
Tapping on a single
tweet will bring the
user to a new page

Test description
User has an
available text entry
page where they
can enter a tag to
the tweet
User has entered a
tag term and
selects Save that
tweet

User has not
entered a tag term
and selects Save
that tweet
User can select tag
again from this user
to return the same
users tweets again
Selecting tag a new
user will return the
user to the
Homepage
Test description
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Error returned

Pass

Result
All elements
available

Validation
Pass

The new page
displays only the
selected tweet
with available
options to add a
tag, button to
save the tag, tag
again from this
user or tag a new
user
Result
User can tap on a
text field to enter
the text

Pass

Tapping on save
that tweet when
text box is
populated displays
a toast ‘Tweet
added’.
Tweet is saved to
Database
A toast is
displayed with
‘Please enter a
tag’
The current users
tweets are loading
again for
additional
selection
Tapping on Tag a
new user returns
user to home page

Pass

Result

Validation

Validation
Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass
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Enter a valid tag

User can enter a
valid tag to return
matching tweets

Enter null tag

If a user does not
enter a tag and
selects Return
tagged tweets
If a user enters a
tag that does not
exist in the
database and
selects Return
tagged tweets
Test description
The splash screen
should not be
displayed on the
splash screen
The Debug menu is
for demo purpose
only and does not
require a menu.
Select Debug
button on the
splash screen
The Twitter
Webview contains
a HOME button and
a overflow menu to
Return tweets.
Selecting Home
brings user to the
splash screen
selecting Return
Tweets brings the
user to the Return
Tweets page
The mainpage
contains a HOME
button and an
overflow menu to
Return Tweets.
Selecting Home
brings user to the
splash screen
selecting Return

Enter invalid tag

Menu

Test name
Menu not
available on
splash screen
Menu not
available on
debug page

Twitter webview.
Available menu

Main page
available menu
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A list of matching
tweets are
returned to the
user display,
Profile image,
Screenname,
Tweet id
Tweet text
A toast is
displayed asking
the user to please
enter a tag
A toast is
displayed with
“No tweets tagged
with {search
term}”

Pass

Result
Splashscreen does
not contain a
home menu
Tweet text
Debug page does
not contain a
home menu
Tweet text

Validation
Pass

Menus available
and progress to
appropriate pages

Pass

Menus available
and progress to
appropriate pages

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass
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Tag tweet page
available menu

Return tweets
page available
menu

Menu

Tweets brings the
user to the Return
Tweets page
The Tag tweet page
contains a HOME
button and an
overflow menu to
Return Tweets.
Selecting Home
brings user to the
splash screen
selecting Return
Tweets brings the
user to the Return
Tweets page
The Tag tweet page
contains a HOME
button and an
overflow menu to
Return Tweets.
Selecting Home
brings user to the
splash screen
selecting Return
Tweets displays a
Toast

Test name
Debug button

Test description
Debug button on
the splashscreen

Post button

The post button
returns raw json
text to the screen

Menus available
and progress to
appropriate pages

Pass

Menus available.
Home button
brings the user to
the appropriate
page.
Selecting Return
Tweets on the
Return Tweets
page displays a
Toast to the user
informing them
they are already
on the
appropriate page
Result
User is brought to
the debug page
but pressing
debug
After selecting
Post raw json text
is displayed on
screen

Pass

Validation
Pass

Pass

6. Conclusion and Future Work
I would consider my final submission to cover almost all of what I had original envisioned for
the project and overall, I am quite satisfied with the project. I felt I have learnt a lot of about
the authentication process within apps and have achieved a deep understanding of a lot of
the features within the app.
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I do think the application has more elements that could be added to it to make it a more
user friendly applications and I hope to continue development of the application going
forward.
These elements for further development include,
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

Addition of multiple tagging with comma separation
Returning tweets tagged with closest matches. e.g. Covid, returns items tagged with key
words ‘Covid 19’, ‘Covid virus’, ‘covid19’
Displaying saved Keywords
Deleting returned tweets
Better error response reaction, e.g. There is a current issue where, If I search for a twitter
handle that is private. I get a generic error message. I would like to improve that to display
case appropriate responses to the user.
Retrieve and display more tweet information, e.g. media(Photos and videos) added to the
tweet.
At the moment some image elements of the application are hardcoded links. Specifically the
profile image on the homepage. I would like to pull this from the json feed. Currently, the
image will fail if changed as the URL is not auto updated.
Addition of further twitter APIs, example, post a tweet to twitter from the app.
More graphically pleasing UI experience.
I would like to implement some unit tests.
Get the application submitted to Github
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